DDN® Solutions

Spectra Logic® Deep Storage Solutions

DataDirect Networks (DDN) is the world’s leading big data
storage supplier to data-intensive, global organizations.
For more than 15 years, DDN has designed, developed,
deployed and optimized systems, software and solutions
that enable enterprises, service providers, universities
and government agencies to generate more value and to
accelerate time to insight from their data and information, on
premise and in the cloud. Organizations leverage the power
of DDN technology and the deep technical expertise of its
team to capture, store, process, analyze, collaborate and
distribute data, information and content at largest scale in
the most efficient, reliable and cost effective manner. DDN
customers include many of the world’s leading financial
services firms and banks, healthcare and life science
organizations, manufacturing and energy companies,
government and research facilities, and web and cloud
service providers.

Spectra Logic develops deep storage solutions that solve the
problem of digital preservation for business and technology
professionals dealing with exponential data growth. As part
of the DDN solution, Spectra Enterprise libraries seamlessly
scale to the largest data storage system on the planet,
provide the lowest total cost of ownership, and offer the
reliability and service that keep our customers loyal.

Together, DDN and Spectra deliver the highest performing,
most cost effective and innovative end-to-end solutions on
the market today. With the ability to send data directly to deep
storage and retrieve it through a simple interface to a global
namespace, the complexity challenge is completely removed.

Dedicated solely to storage innovation for more than 35 years,
Spectra Logic’s uncompromising product and customer
focus is proven by the largest information users in multiple
vertical markets globally. Spectra enables affordable, multidecade data storage and access by creating new methods of
managing information in all forms of deep storage—including
archive, backup, cold storage, cloud and private cloud.
Seamless Expansion Without Limitations
• Expand from 50 to over 400,000 LTO slots or 300,000
TS1150 technology slots
• Easily grow to 7.6 EB of compressed storage
• Occupies up to 71% less floor space than competing libraries
• Remote management though a secure, web interface

When DDN customers ask about tape library storage, it’s easy to talk about Spectra Logic since
they are the most innovative organization of their kind. The combined solution of DDN highperformance storage with Spectra archive solutions delivers the most innovative and end-to-end
solutions for high-performance, high-density storage on the market.
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